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Can a laptop be used as a second monitor
Does your desktop computer need a small extra space for a particular project, game or presentation? There are ways to transform a laptop nearby in a second monitor, providing more precious real estate visualization goods for your content. We will show you how to transform a Windows 10 laptop and a MacBook into a multiple monitor with a few
simple steps. Steps for Windows 10 Windows 10 has an integrated useful option to use another Windows 10 laptop as a monitor screen. Have both your displays nearby and fully charged batteries before you start! Step 1: Start with the computer you want to use as a second screen. Here, look for settings in the menu search box and select Settings to
open the window. From the settings, select System. Once in the system, look at the menu to the left and select Projection on this PC. Note that you may need to enable the wireless display as an optional functionality if you didn't do it first! Simply follow Windows Look to optional features and type the wireless display when you choose to add a
function. Step 2: take a look at your options and adjust them according to need. For safety, it is a good idea to choose at least whenever a connection is required at this PC. Ask for a pin is also a good idea, especially if you use this option in a public area. Only projection ignition When the laptop is capped is a nice safety function, but not required if
you are sure of the battery. When ready, start the Connect app with the Blue Link windows show. Step 3: Take particular note of the name of this PC, so it doesn't hook to the wrong laptop! Step 4: Now go to your main PC from which you will project you. From the menu screen, press the Key + P Windows button at the same time as you Connected to
a traditional projector. Step 5: You should see some different options for connecting to a second screen at this point. The extend option is popular if you need more real estate displays, but all options can work work Scenarios, including presentations, troubleshooting another computer and so on. After choosing the type of second screen you need,
select Connect to a wireless display. Step 6: Verify to make sure of the PC with the right name and that the projection mode is the one you intended. You can also choose to allow the mouse, keyboard and touchscreen input from the other to display at this point. This is usually necessary unless they bounce back and forth between the displays, but give
it a little thought to make sure you have won. Step 7: Your two displays should now create a connection! Set the displays next to each other so you can check that everything works properly. Steps for MacBooks Dan Baker / Digital Trends You can also use a MacBook as a multiple monitor with screen extension capacity and a compatible iMac or a
similar device to share the image from. Note that this does not work between operating systems, so keep it inside the Apple ecosystem. Step 1: Connect your MacBook to the desktop computer or a similar device. Depending on the models you are using, a mini displayport or a lightning cable should work. Unfortunately, a wireless airplay connection
does not work to extend the screen, just for mirroring, then a cable connection is required for this process to work properly. Step 2: With both active and connected devices, head to system preferences on the computer you are sharing. Once the preferences open, browse to view. Step 3: In the display, one of the central cards should show the
arrangement. Select this tab. If you do not see the agreement tab, then check the connection between Mac devices - it should appear when the computers are connected. In agreement, there are several functionality with You can play, but the most important step is to look for the Mirror Display option under the displays and make sure it is not
selected. This will allow you to extend your screen rather than mirrorStep 4: You can also reorganize which display is to share by dragging the display to a different location. You can use this same drag ability to repair the menu bar so that both on the computer you are checking, instead of the laptop monitor. Make sure everything is set correctly and
check your macbook to confirm that the extension worked. Now you should be able to move things freely between the displays, oando your main computer. editor recommendations digital trends can earn a commission when you buy through links on our site. It is not a laptop failure - you bought it because it was portable after all... but an intrinsic
deficiency tends to be their screens. even the largest and most beautiful macbook will deliver so many pixels and can offer just so much multi-tasking capacity. a solution that is easy - it is easy - both on your wallet, and your workflow (not to mention your eyes) - is to combine the practicality of your laptop with a portable monitor. wherever you travel,
wherever you sit, it can become your personal workstation, offering all the conveniences and multitasking skills of multiple screens. right now, at amazon, there are some amazing deals on portable monitors. control them and increase your productivity exponentially! 2x pro monitor portable 12.5 inch â€ "$ 230, there was $280 per screen to that's 12.5
inch doesn't look very much, but it can be revolutionary. Duex uploaded this portable monitor with a new graphic chip so that any movement you see on the full hd display 1080p will be smooth and beautifully detailed (especially with 300 nits of brightness. ) this monitor has a flexible rotation (a full 270 degrees) and offers an incredibly configured
180 degree presentation mode, which can be at your fingertipsDo you need only one screen for the moment? No problem, it has a sliding feature where it can hide behind your laptop in an instant. There are USB-type C connections, to ensure speed and reliability and theThe stickers you use to connect it to your laptop are super simple to use. Better
than all, it will work with almost all laptops, regardless of size. Click the Special Coupon box and get $50 right now. Trio 12.5 inch Dual & Triple Scherm Laptop Monitor â€ "$250, there was $300 as the name suggests, the laptop monitor of the trio can offer you not only an additional screen, but two, so you have all your bases covered. Whether it is to
separate spreadsheets and models from presentations where data will be included, presenting jobs or teaching a team, with three screens can be an organizational and visual dream and multiply productivity. There is a USB Type-C connection for speed and works with Windows, Mac, Android and Chromebook laptops. The trio is lightweight and
extremely portable, making each cafeteria, remote location or air seat, in your personal workspace. Stickers are simple to use and the screen applies special technology to reduce glare. Just like Duex, there is a complete rotation of 270 degrees. Don’t forget to click the coupon box to get $50 discount. We strive to help our readers find the best offers
for quality products and services, and choose what we cover carefully and independently. Prices, details and availability of products and offers in this post may be subject to change at any time. Make sure that they are still in effect before making a purchase. Digital trends can earn commission on products purchased through our links, which supports
the work we do for our readers. Recommendations of publishers
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